Abstract. In 1994, van Geemen and Top constructed a non-selfdual motive of rank three over Q conjecturally associated with a cuspidal non-selfdual automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ) of level Γ 0 (128). They experimentally confirmed the coincidence of the local L-factors at finitely many primes using computer. In this paper, we shall prove the coincidence of the local L-factors at every prime. To show this, we use the recent results of Harris-Lan-Taylor-Thorne and Scholze on the construction of Galois representations, and Grenié's results to compare three-dimensional 2-adic Galois representations. We also prove the local-global compatibility at p = 2, including the case p = ℓ.
Introduction
In this paper, we prove that the motive of rank three over Q with Q( √ −1)-coefficients constructed by van Geemen-Top in [12] is associated with a cuspidal non-selfdual automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ) of level Γ 0 (128). We shall prove the coincidence of the local L-factors at every p ≥ 3. We shall also prove the local-global compatibility at p = 2, including the case p = ℓ.
To the knowledge of the authors, our results give the first example of a non-selfdual motive of rank three over Q associated with a cuspidal non-selfdual automorphic representation of GL n (A Q ) (n ≥ 3) whose associated ℓ-adic representations are not "geometrically polarizable," more precisely, not odd in the sense of [19, Definition 2.3] . (As explained in ibid., Galois representations appearing in the cohomology of Shimura varieties are expected to be odd.)
1.1. The results of van Geemen-Top. Before giving the statements of our results, we briefly recall the results of van Geemen-Top. (See [12] for details. ) We choose a square root √ −1 ∈ C of −1, and fix an isomorphism ι ℓ : Q ℓ ∼ = C for every ℓ. By decomposing the transcendental part of the ℓ-adic cohomology of a projective smooth surface S 2 whose affine model is Here v ℓ is the finite place of Q( √ −1) above ℓ given by the fixed isomorphism ι ℓ . A remarkable property of the compatible system {ρ vGT,ℓ } ℓ is that it is associated with a non-selfdual automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ). It was discovered experimentally by van Geemen-Top.
Let Γ 0 (128) ⊂ SL 3 (Z) be the subgroup consisting of matrices (a ij ) 1≤i,j≤3 with a 21 ≡ a 31 ≡ 0 (mod 128). In [12] , van Geemen-Top found a group cohomology class u ∈ H 3 (Γ 0 (128), C), which is an eigenclass for Hecke operators. It can be shown that u is cuspidal. (See Section 1.3.) Let π be the cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ) associated with u. We decompose π into the restricted tensor product π = ′ p≤∞ π p . By calculating the action of Hecke operators explicitly, they confirmed the equality of local L-factors , where π ∨ is the contragredient representation of π.
1.2.
The main results of this paper. In this paper, we shall prove that the equality (1.1) holds for every p ≥ 3. Moreover, we shall prove that the compatible system {ρ vGT,ℓ } ℓ is associated with the automorphic representation π and they satisfy the local-global compatibility at p = 2, including the case p = ℓ.
Here is the main theorem of this paper. 1.3. Cuspidality of the eigenclass u. The cuspidality of the eigenclass u was presumably well-known. But it was not stated in [12] . Here we briefly explain how to associate an automorphic representation π to the eigenclass u without assuming the cuspidality of u. Then we shall show that u and π are cuspidal. Let Z be the profinite completion of Z. Let U 0 (128) ⊂ GL 3 ( Z) be the open compact subgroup consisting of matrices (a ij ) 1≤i,j≤3 with a 21 ≡ a 31 ≡ 0 (mod 128). Let R >0 be the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. We consider it as a subgroup of GL 3 (R) via the diagonal embedding. The symmetric space of SL 3 (R) is denoted by
Then we have an isomorphism
Recall that the eigenclass u ∈ H 3 (Γ 0 (128), C) is cuspidal (i.e. it belongs to the subspace H If we assume u is cuspidal, we can consider it as a cuspidal automorphic form on X ∞ as in [1, Section 2] . Then, by (1.2), we can consider it as a cuspidal automorphic form on GL 3 (A Q ). We take the cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ) generated by it, and twist it by |det| −1 . However, if we do not assume u is cuspidal, there does not seem an easy way to construct an automorphic form on X ∞ .
We shall overcome this difficulty using Franke's theorem as follows. The group cohomology H 3 (Γ 0 (128), C) is identified with the cohomology of the left hand side of (1.2) with coefficients in the constant local system C. Franke proved the existence of a decomposition of the following form
(See [10, Section 7.6] for details.) The eigenclass u gives an element of one of the direct summands corresponding to a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ GL 3 . As explained in
Step 2 of [10, p. 262] , it corresponds to a regular algebraic automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ). We denote it by π ′ . Then we put
Since the central character of π ′ is trivial, the central character of π is |·| −3 .
Remark 1.6. The reason why we take the (−1)-twist is that the L-factors calculated by van Geemen-Top in [12] coincide with the L-factors of π. 
However, an explicit calculation of the local L-factor at p = 5 shows that L(s, π 5 ) does not satisfy this condition. (See [12, Remark 3.12 (2) ].) Therefore, the automorphic representation π is cuspidal. Consequently, by [16, Theorem 4.18] , the eigenclass u is cuspidal. Let us take ℓ = 2. By the results of Harris-Lan-Taylor-Thorne and Scholze, we have a three-dimensional semisimple 2-adic representation
such that it is unramified outside 2 and ∞, and it satisfies the equality
We shall show the equivalence of ρ vGT,2 and ρ π,2 using Grenié's results [15] . To use his results, we need to show the image of ρ π,2 is contained in a subgroup conjugate to GL 3 
Here v 2 is the finite place of Q( √ −1) above 2. It does not seem to follow from the construction of ρ π,2 in [17] , [25] . Fortunately, we can prove it using a representation-theoretic result (see Lemma 2.1). Consequently, ρ vGT,2 , ρ π,2 are equivalent, and Theorem 1.2 is proved in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ. By the Chebotarev density theorem, ρ vGT,ℓ is equivalent to the semisimple ℓ-adic representation ρ π,ℓ associated with π.
Once Theorem 1.2 is proved in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ, it is standard to deduce Theorem 1.2 in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ by comparing the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius acting on the ℓ-adic cohomology and the crystalline cohomology.
If p = 2, there is another difficulty: the local-global compatibility was not fully established in [17] , [25] . We shall use a rather indirect argument to prove Theorem 1.2 in the case p = 2.
If p = 2 and p = ℓ, we shall use the recent results of Varma on the local-global compatibility up to semisimplification [30] . It implies ρ vGT,ℓ ∼ = ρ π,ℓ satisfies Theorem 1.2 (1), except possibly for the equality of the monodromy operators. We shall show the equality of the monodromy operators by the method of Taylor-Yoshida [27] . We have already shown that ρ π,ℓ is equivalent to ρ vGT,ℓ . Up to a quadratic twist, ρ vGT,ℓ is embedded in the cohomology of a projective smooth surface; for such ℓ-adic representations, the weight-monodromy conjecture is known to be true. From this, we see that the Weil-Deligne representation associated with ρ vGT,ℓ ∼ = ρ π,ℓ is pure in the sense of [27, Section 1, p. 471]. It is well-known that purity implies Theorem 1.2 (1) .
Finally, the case p = ℓ = 2 is proved by a combination of Varma's results and Ochiai's ℓ-independence results [22] . We will actually need a slight generalization of Ochiai's results for varieties equipped with automorphisms of finite order. We shall prove it using a trick of unramified twist. (See Lemma 3.6.) Remark 1.9. A natural question is whether the methods of this paper can be applied to other motives conjecturally associated with non-selfdual (or selfdual) automorphic representations. Note that van Geemen-Top constructed several motives of rank three over Q; see [12] , [13] , [14] , [11] . It is an interesting problem to study them by the methods of this paper. However, it is not clear whether the methods of this paper can be applied to ℓ-adic representations which are ramified at some places outside 2, ∞. In this paper, we crucially use Grenié's results to compare 2-adic representations. Grenié 1.5. Outline of this paper. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall basic results on Galois representations. We also recall Grenié's results. In Section 3, we recall the results of van Geemen-Top on the construction of the compatible system {ρ vGT,ℓ } ℓ . In Section 4, we briefly recall the results of Harris-LanTaylor-Thorne and Scholze on the construction of ℓ-adic representations. Finally, in Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.2.
ℓ-adic representations of Gal(Q/Q)
In this section, we recall basic results on Galois representations. We also fix notation used in this paper.
As in Introduction, we choose a square root √ −1 ∈ C of −1, and fix an isomorphism ι ℓ : Q ℓ ∼ = C for every ℓ. For an element a ∈ C, its complex conjugate is denoted by a c .
2.1. ℓ-adic representations. Let ℓ be a prime number. An ℓ-adic representation of Gal(Q/Q) means a continuous homomorphism
for some n ≥ 1. Here E is a finite extension of Q ℓ or E = Q ℓ . For a subfield E ′ ⊂ E, we say that ρ is defined over E ′ if the image of ρ is contained in a subgroup conjugate to GL n (E ′ ). Any ℓ-adic representation over Q ℓ is defined over a finite extension of
Let ρ be an ℓ-adic representation defined over E. Then the trace Tr ρ(σ) is in E for every σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q). But, it is not always the case that ρ is defined over the field generated by the traces of elements in the image of ρ. At least for a semisimple representation, there is a simple criterion for it to be defined over the field generated by the traces.
The following result is presumably well-known. It was used in the proof of [4, Proposition 3.2.5]. In [5, Proposition 7] , Chin proved a similar result for absolutely irreducible representations. Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group, and K a field of characteristic 0. Let ρ : G → GL n (K) be a semisimple representation defined over K. Let ρ ∼ = ρ 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ρ r be an irreducible decomposition of ρ. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) ρ is defined over a finite extension of K.
There is an element g 0 ∈ G such that the characteristic polynomial of ρ(g 0 ) has n distinct roots in K. Then each ρ i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) is defined over K. In particular, ρ is defined over K.
Proof. We shall reduce the proof of this lemma to the case studied by Chin. We decompose K ⊕n into irreducible representations:
where V i corresponds to ρ i . For each i, we take a non-zero eigenvector v i ∈ V i of ρ(g 0 ) with eigenvalue α i , i.e. we have ρ(g 0 )v i = α i v i . By assumption, α 1 , . . . , α r are distinct elements of K. Take an element σ ∈ Gal(K/K), and consider the map σρ : G → GL n (K). Since the traces of elements of G are contained in K, σρ is equivalent to ρ as a representation of G. We have the irreducible decomposition with respect to the action of G via σρ:
For each i, we have
(Recall that σα i = α i because α i is an element of K.) Thus, σ(V i ) contains an eigenvector of ρ(g 0 ) with respect to the eigenvalue α i . This implies V i is equivalent to σ(V i ) as a representation of G. Hence Tr ρ i (g) ∈ K for every g ∈ G. By [5, Proposition 7], we conclude that ρ i is defined over K.
Geometric Frobenius elements.
We take a prime number p. The decomposition group at p is denoted by Gal(Q p /Q p ) ֒→ Gal(Q/Q). It is well-defined up to conjugation.
We have a natural surjection Gal(
be the Weil group of Q p , which is defined by the inverse image of {Frob n p | n ∈ Z}. We say an ℓ-adic representation ρ is unramified at p if the image ρ(I p ) is trivial. Otherwise, we say it is ramified at p. (We never consider the notion of "ramification at ∞" in this paper.) We choose a lift Frob p ∈ Gal(Q p /Q p ), and consider it as an element of Gal(Q/Q) via an embedding Gal(Q p /Q p ) ֒→ Gal(Q/Q). If ρ is unramified at p, the image ρ( Frob p ) is well-defined up to conjugation. We denote it by ρ(Frob p ), by a slight abuse of notation. The characteristic polynomial of ρ(Frob p ) is well-defined.
Grenié's results.
It is well-known that for each n ≥ 1, a finite set of prime numbers S, a prime number ℓ, and a finite extension E of Q ℓ , there exists a finite set of prime numbers T n,S,E with S ∩T n,S,E = ∅ such that for any n-dimensional semisimple ℓ-adic representations ρ 1 , ρ 2 : Gal(Q/Q) → GL n (E) defined over E which are unramified outside S ∪{∞}, if the characteristic polynomials of ρ 1 (Frob p ), ρ 2 (Frob p ) are equal for every p ∈ T n,S,E , then ρ 1 , ρ 2 are equivalent. (See [8, Théorème 3.1] for example.) Such a set T n,S,E can be effectively calculated in principle. However, it can be a huge set in general.
In [15] , Grenié gave a method to obtain a set T n,S,E satisfying the above condition. His result can be applied to ℓ-adic representations satisfying some restrictive conditions only. (For the precise statement, see [15, Theorem 3] .) When it can be applied, it sometimes gives an efficient criterion to test the equivalence of ℓ-adic representations. The following result is proved in [15, Section 4]. Theorem 2.2 (Grenié). Let n ∈ {3, 4}. Let E be a finite totally ramified extension of Q 2 . Let ρ 1 , ρ 2 : Gal(Q/Q) → GL n (E) be n-dimensional semisimple 2-adic representations defined over E such that they are unramified outside 2 and ∞, and they satisfy 
Let ℓ be a prime number. Let v ℓ be the finite place of Q( √ −1) above ℓ given by the fixed isomorphism ι ℓ : Q ℓ ∼ = C. The transcendental part of the ℓ-adic cohomology is denoted by
It is defined by the orthogonal complement of the image of the Chern class map
with respect to the cup product
Let φ * : T Q ℓ → T Q ℓ be the pullback by the automorphism φ. We have φ
where V + (resp. V − ) is the eigenspace of φ * with respect to the eigenvalue √ −1 (resp. − √ −1). Since φ * commutes with the action of Gal(Q/Q), we have a natural action of Gal(Q/Q) on V + and V − .
We consider the action of Gal(Q/Q) on V + twisted by the quadratic character
corresponding to Q( √ −2)/Q. The Q( √ −1) v ℓ -vector space V + with the twisted action by χ −2 is denoted by V + ⊗ χ −2 . It gives a three-dimensional ℓ-adic representation defined over Q( √ −1) v ℓ . We denote it by Remark 3.2. We can also consider the action of Gal(Q/Q) on V − twisted by χ −2 . We denote it by
It is easy to see that the restrictions of ∪ to V + , V − are trivial. Hence ρ c vGT,ℓ is equivalent to the contragredient representation of ρ vGT,ℓ (2), where (2) denotes the Tate twist. The construction of ρ vGT,ℓ depends on the choice of √ −1 ∈ C and ι ℓ : Q ℓ ∼ = C. If we replace √ −1 ∈ C by its negative, the ℓ-adic representation ρ vGT,ℓ is replaced by ρ c vGT,ℓ . 3.2. Properties of ρ vGT,ℓ at p (p = ℓ). Proposition 3.3.
(1) ρ vGT,ℓ is absolutely irreducible. It is unramified outside 2 and ∞.
(2) For any p, ℓ with p = ℓ and p = 2, the characteristic polynomial of the geometric Frobenius element at p is written as (2) is independent of ℓ = p and ι ℓ . (4) For any ℓ = 2 and any σ ∈ W Q 2 , the characteristic polynomial
has coefficients in Q( √ −1). It is independent of ℓ = 2 and ι ℓ .
Proof. (1), (2) 
It is enough to show that Tr(Frob p ; T Q ℓ ), Tr(Frob p •φ * ; T Q ℓ ) are rational numbers which are independent of ℓ = p. This follows from [12, Proposition 3.6] and [12, Proposition 3.9] . (In fact, Tr(Frob p ; T Q ℓ ), Tr(Frob p •φ * ; T Q ℓ ) are integers.) (4) By the same reason as (3), it is enough to show that Tr(σ; T Q ℓ ), Tr(σ • φ * ; T Q ℓ ) are rational numbers which are independent of ℓ = 2. To show this, it is enough to show that Tr(σ; 3.3. Properties of ρ vGT,p at p. Here we consider the case p = ℓ. We shall study the properties of the p-adic representation ρ vGT,p at p.
The following is a slight generalization of Ochiai's ℓ-independence results [22] .
Lemma 3.6. Let p be a prime number, and K a finite extension of Q p . Let X be a proper smooth variety over K, and f ∈ Aut(X) an automorphism of finite order defined over K. Let σ ∈ W K be an element in the Weil group of K.
(1) For ℓ = p, the alternating sum of the traces
are rational numbers which are independent of ℓ( = p). (2) Moreover, it is equal to Let q be the number of elements in the residue field of K. For σ ∈ W K , its image in Gal(F q /F q ) is written as Frob n q for some integer n. We put n(σ) := n. (Here Frob q is the geometric Frobenius element defined by x → x 1/q (x ∈ F q ).) For ℓ = p and σ ∈ W K , we put
To prove (1) and (2), it is enough to prove t(σ, ℓ) = t(σ, p) for every ℓ = p and every σ ∈ W K . In the following argument, we fix ℓ = p.
We claim that if t(σ, ℓ) = t(σ, p) holds for every σ ∈ W K with n(σ) ≥ 1, then t(σ, ℓ) = t(σ, p) holds for every σ ∈ W K . It is presumably well-known. (See [23, Lemma 1] for example.) We briefly give a proof. We may replace
factors through a finite quotient. Thus, there is a positive integer r ≥ 1 such that, for every i, the actions of τ r on WD(H í et (X K , Q ℓ )) and WD(H í et (X K , Q p )) commute with the actions of every element of W K . Take an element τ ∈ W K with n(τ ) = 1. Let σ ∈ W K be an element. It is an exercise in linear algebra that if t(τ rs • σ, ℓ) = t(τ rs • σ, p) holds for every sufficiently large integer s ≫ 1, then it also holds for every integer s, including s = 0. From this, the claim follows.
Further, replacing K by a finite unramified extension of it, it is enough to prove t(σ, ℓ) = t(σ, p) for every σ ∈ W K with n(σ) = 1.
Let σ ∈ W K be an element with n(σ) = 1. Let d be the order of the automorphism f . Let K d /K be the unramified extension of degree d. Taking the twist of X with respect to f and Gal(K d /K), we have a proper smooth variety X f over K. It is isomorphic to X over K d . Since σ is a lift of Frob q , the action of id
. Therefore, it is enough to prove
It follows from [22, Theorem D] .
We shall use Lemma 3.6 to compare the properties of the ℓ-adic representation ρ vGT,ℓ with the properties of the p-adic representation ρ vGT,p .
The p-adic representation ρ vGT,p is de Rham at p because it is, up to a quadratic twist, embedded as a direct summand into the p-adic cohomology of the projective smooth surface S 2 . Let WD(ρ vGT,p | Gal(Q p /Qp) ) be the Weil-Deligne representation associated with it. (See [27, Section 1].) Proposition 3.7.
(1) Assume p = 2. The p-adic representation ρ vGT,p is crystalline at p, and we have
Here b p ∈ Q( √ −1) is the same element as Proposition 3.3 (2). (2) For any ℓ = 2 and any σ ∈ W Q 2 , we have the equality of the characteristic polynomials
Proof. If p = 2, since S a has good reduction outside 2, the p-adic representation ρ vGT,p is crystalline at p by the crystalline comparison theorem. (See [28, Theorem 0.2] .) The characteristic polynomial of Frob p in (1) (resp. σ in (2)) can be calculated from the traces of powers of Frob p (resp. σ). Hence it is enough to prove
for any σ ∈ W Qp and any p = ℓ (including p = 2).
The equalities of the traces are known on the subspace of H 2 generated by divisors. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3 (4), it is enough to show the equalities of the traces of σ, σ • φ * on H 2 . Since the first and the third Betti numbers of S 2 are zero (see [12, Section 3.1]), it is enough to show the following equalities of the alternating sums of the traces for p = ℓ
These equalities follow from Lemma 3.6. 
such that it is unramified outside 2, ℓ and ∞, and it satisfies the equality
for every p / ∈ {2, ℓ}. The ℓ-adic representation ρ π,ℓ is defined over a finite extension of Q ℓ . However, since the construction of ρ π,ℓ in [17] , [25] was achieved by a combination of several techniques in Galois representations such as congruences and patching lemmas, it is not clear how to control the image of ρ π,ℓ from its construction.
In practice, we can use Lemma 2.1 to control the image. Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it is enough to find an element in the image of Gal(Q/Q) whose characteristic polynomial has three distinct roots in Q( √ −1) v 2 . For example, ρ π,2 (Frob 3 ) and ρ π,2 (Frob 11 ) satisfy this condition. In fact, it can be checked that each of the characteristic polynomials Remark 4.4. The ℓ-adic representation ρ π,ℓ constructed in [17] , [25] was expected to satisfy the following properties:
(1) ρ π,ℓ is irreducible.
(2) ρ π,ℓ is de Rham at ℓ. It is crystalline at ℓ if and only if ℓ = 2. These properties were not studied in [17] , [25] . We do not assume them in this paper. In fact, we can prove them by comparing ρ π,ℓ with ρ vGT,ℓ . (See Theorem 1.2.) 5. Proof of Theorem 1.2 5.1. The case p = 2 and p = ℓ. We first consider the 2-adic representations.
Let ρ vGT,2 be the 2-adic representation constructed by van Geemen-Top in [12] . (See Section 3.1.) It is defined over Q( √ −1) v 2 by construction. By Proposition 3.3 (1), it is absolutely irreducible. It satisfies the equality of local L-factors
for every p with 3 ≤ p ≤ 67.
On the other hand, let ρ π,2 be the semisimple 2-adic representation associated with π constructed by Harris-Lan- Taylor 
for every p ≥ 3. Moreover, by Lemma 4.1, ρ π,2 is defined over Q( √ −1) v 2 . The characteristic polynomials of ρ vGT,2 (Frob p ), ρ π,2 (Frob p ) are equal for every p with 3 ≤ p ≤ 67. By Theorem 2.2, we conclude that ρ vGT,2 , ρ π,2 are equivalent. Theorem 1.2 is proved in the case p = 2 and ℓ = 2.
From this result, it is easy to deduce the case p = 2 and p = ℓ of Theorem 1.2 by the following corollary.
Corollary 5.1. For any ℓ, the ℓ-adic representations ρ vGT,ℓ and ρ π,ℓ are equivalent.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 (2),(3), the characteristic polynomials of ρ vGT,ℓ (Frob p ), ρ vGT,2 (Frob p ) are equal for every p / ∈ {2, ℓ}. On the other hand, since the equality
holds for every p / ∈ {2, ℓ}, the characteristic polynomials of ρ π,ℓ (Frob p ), ρ π,2 (Frob p ) are equal for every p / ∈ {2, ℓ}. Thus, the characteristic polynomials of ρ vGT,ℓ (Frob p ), ρ π,ℓ (Frob p ) are equal for every p / ∈ {2, ℓ}. By the Chebotarev density theorem (see [26, Chapter I, Section 2.2]), ρ vGT,ℓ , ρ π,ℓ have equivalent semisimplifications. By Proposition 3.3 (1), ρ vGT,ℓ is absolutely irreducible. Hence ρ π,ℓ is also absolutely irreducible, and ρ vGT,ℓ , ρ π,ℓ are equivalent.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ is complete.
5.2.
The case p = 2 and p = ℓ. Next, we shall prove Theorem 1.2 in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ.
The assertion on the Hodge-Tate weights follows from the calculation of the Hodge numbers of the surface S 2 (see [12, Section 3.2] ) and the comparison theorem between de Rham cohomology and p-adicétale cohomology (see [29, Theorem A1]).
The assertion for local L-factors follows from Corollary 5.1 and Proposition 3.7 (1). We need to prove the coincidence, up to equivalence, of the monodromy operators. We shall do it by the method of Taylor-Yoshida [27] . By Corollary 5.1, ρ vGT,ℓ , ρ π,ℓ are equivalent as ℓ-adic representations of Gal(Q/Q). Thus, we have an equivalence of Weil-Deligne representations
The ℓ-adic representation ρ vGT,ℓ is, up to a quadratic twist, embedded as a direct summand into the ℓ-adic cohomology of S 2 . (See Section 3.1.) Since the weightmonodromy conjecture is known to be true for surfaces (see [24, Lemma 3.9 
F-ss is ι ℓ -pure. Applying the whole arguments to every choice of ι ℓ , we see that it is pure.)
The rest of the proof is exactly the same as in [27] . The purity of WD(ρ π,ℓ | W Q 2 )
F-ss implies it is mixed as a representation of W Q 2 . For every σ ∈ W Q 2 , every eigenvalue α of ρ π,ℓ (σ) is an algebraic number such that |ι(α)| 2 is an integer power of 2 for any embedding ι : Q(α) ֒→ C.
Recall that π ′ = π ⊗ |det| is a unitary cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 3 (A Q ). (See Remark 1.7.) As a representation of W Q 2 , ι is not unramified, i.e. it does not have a non-zero vector fixed by GL 3 (Z 2 ). The local-global compatibility proved as above implies the ℓ-adic representation ρ π,ℓ ∼ = ρ vGT,ℓ is ramified at 2 for every ℓ = 2.
5.4.
The case p = ℓ = 2. Finally, we shall prove the case p = ℓ = 2 of Theorem 1.2. This is the most delicate case because the properties of the associated 2-adic representation ρ π,2 at 2 were not known by the results of Harris-Lan-Taylor-Thorne and Scholze. We need to switch to ρ vGT,2 to obtain necessary results.
By the same argument as before, in the case p = ℓ = 2, we need to prove the following:
(1) For every σ ∈ W Q 2 , we have the equality of the traces ι 2 (Tr(σ; WD(ρ π,2 | Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 ) ))) = Tr(σ; rec Q 2 (π 2 )).
(2) The Weil-Deligne representation WD(ρ π,2 | Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 ) ) is pure in the sense of [27, Section 1, p. 471].
We shall prove (1) . Take an auxiliary prime number ℓ ′ = 2. For every σ ∈ W Q 2 , by the results of Varma (see [30, Theorem (1 ss )]), we have ι ℓ ′ (Tr ρ π,ℓ ′ (σ)) = Tr(σ; rec Q 2 (π 2 )).
Hence the assertion follows from Corollary 5.1 and Proposition 3.7 (2). We shall prove (2) . By the same argument as in the case p = 2 and p = ℓ, the 2-adic representation ρ π,2 | Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 ) ∼ = ρ vGT,2 | Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 ) is, up to a quadratic twist, embedded as a direct summand into the 2-adic cohomology of S 2 . The purity of WD(ρ π,2 | Gal(Q 2 /Q 2 ) ) is a consequence of the weight-monodromy conjecture for the 2-adicétale cohomology of proper smooth surfaces over 2-adic fields. This follows from de Jong's alteration, the comparison theorem in the semi-stable case [28] , and the weight spectral sequence of Mokrane [21] . This completes the proof of the case p = ℓ = 2 of Theorem 1.2. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.
Remark 5.5. Since π 2 is not unramified, the local-global compatibility in the case p = ℓ = 2 proved as above implies the 2-adic representation ρ π,2 ∼ = ρ vGT,2 is not crystalline at 2.
